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The mechanics of reinforcement

PETER R. KILLEEN and LEWIS A. BIZO
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona

Mathematical principles of reinforcement were developed in order to (1) account for the interaction
of target responding and other behavior; (2) provide a simple graphical representation; (3) deal with
measurement artifacts; and (4) permit a coherent transition from a statics to a dynamics of behavior.
Rats and pigeons were trained to make a target response while general activity was measured with a
stabilimeter, The course ofbehavioral change was represented as a trajectory through a two-dimensional
behavior space, The trajectories rotated toward or away from the target dimension as the coupling be
tween the target response and the incentive was varied. Higher rates of reinforcement expanded the
trajectories; satiation and extinction contracted them. Concavity in some trajectories provided data for
a dynamic generalization of the model.

piing is our principle ofselection. This paper will analyze
the effects on behavior when these two factors are inde
pendently manipulated.

The first principle states that the delivery ofincentives
increases the activity ofan organism. Killeen (1975) re
ported levels of general activity in pigeons under a wide
range ofreinforcement rates. When corrected for ceilings
on response rates, the activity levels were proportional to
the rate of reinforcement (see Figure 1). Killeen, Hanson,
and Osborne (1978) derived a model of incentive moti
vation that predicted the change in arousal levels as a
function ofchanges in the rate of reinforcement. They fed
pigeons once every day and measured the resulting activ
ity, which averaged 360 responses/reinforcer. They showed
that the activation cumulates according to an exponentially
weighted moving average, whose output is the arousal
level, A:

where R is the rate ofreinforcement. Equation 1 predicted
Killeen's (1975) data (Figure 1), with a = 360.

Killeen (1998) extended the notion of arousal and its
accumulation to other contexts, including classical and
avoidance conditioning, in which the phenomena of
pseudoconditioning and warm-up are its manifestations.
The next step is to develop the theory, so as to deal gen
erally with temporal constraints on responding.

Constraints on responding. Constraints are limita
tions-things organisms can't do no matter how powerful
the motivation or how effective the conditioning. They are
the complements ofpredispositions-things organisms do
with seemingly little motivation or conditioning. Skinner
(1938) represented this difference in sensitivities to rein
forcement in his extinction ratio. Most generally, Selig
man (1970) placed responses on a continuum ofprepared
ness, ranging from contra-prepared through neutral to
prepared. Here the focus is on temporal constraints-the in
creasing difficulty of making a response as a function of
the ongoing rate of responding. The second principle can
be succinctly stated: Responses compete for expression.

Motivation, association, and response constraints are
central phenomena in learning and performance. A recent
theory of reinforcement-a mechanics ofreinforcement
(Killeen, I 992)-offers a formal description of these pro
cesses in terms ofthree principles. This paper summarizes
the principles, elaborates them so as to generate clear
predictions, and reports new data that bear on their eval
uation. In particular, the action of the principles are rep
resented in a behavior space, in which changes in the re
lation between target or operant behaviors and other
activities appear as behavioral trajectories.

The Principles
Activation. The role of activation or arousal in condi

tioning is rarely disputed, even more rarely engaged (but
see Bouton, 1993; Gibbon, 1995; Hogan, 1997; Silva &
Pear, 1995; White & Milner, 1992). Skinner (1948) avoided
it and attributed the hyperactivity ofpigeons that were fed
independently oftheir responding to the adventitious con
ditioning of responses that occurred just before reinforce
ment. But misattribution is an unlikely cause of the activ
ity, as pigeons can readily report whether or not their
behavior causes reinforcement (Killeen, 1978). Staddon
and Simmelhag (1971) observed the putatively supersti
tious responding and found that it often occurs after, not
before, reinforcement-just the wrong place for condi
tioning by contiguity. They extended Darwin's distinction
between the evolutionary agencies of variation and selec
tion to learned behaviors and proposedprinciples ofvaria
tion that include all factors that originate behavior and
principles ofselection that include all factors that select
among those responses made available by the former. Ac
tivation, or arousal, is our principle of variation, and cou-
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Figure 1. Changes in the arousal level of pigeons, as inferred
from asymptotes of response rates, when the pigeons are fed on
periodic schedules at different rates. The behavior measured is
general activity, and the arousal level is inferred from the scale
factor of the general gamma distribution fit to the data. The data
are from Killeen (1975).

synonymous with the strengthening of an association.
Association has always been the agent of choice for
bringing about learning (Wasserman & Miller, 1997). It
has two avatars: In classical, or Pavlovian, conditioning,
the pairing of an arbitrary stimulus (conditioned stimu
lus, CS) with a biologically potent stimulus (uncondi
tioned stimulus, US) changes the subject's response to the
CS. In instrumental conditioning, the pairing of an arbi
trary stimulus (SO) and response (R) with a biologically
potent stimulus (SR) changes the subject's response to
the So, in particular changing the frequency ofR. Instru
mental conditioning is a kind ofcompound conditioning,
in which the subject must supply one of the elements.

Equations 1-3 represent undirected force-incentive
motivation. The force is directed by the association ofthe
incentive with particular stimuli and responses. It is the
combination ofexcitation and association that constitutes
reinforcement. According to Killeen's (l994a) princi
ples, coupling is tightest (and, thus, association greatest)
when an incentive occupies the same memory window as
a response. Incentives that are not coupled to a particular
stimulus or response arouse an animal but are unlikely to
reinforce an instrumental response of interest to the ex
perimenter (the target response). Instead, substantial ad
junctive, superstitious, or frustrative behaviors may
occur, which are often interpreted as hallmarks ofarousal.
But aroused organisms do not emit such responses in sit
uations in which the contingencies of reinforcement
focus the force of the incentive on the target response.

How can the nature and contents of the subject's mem
ory be determined, in order to most effectively pair rein
forcement with target responses? Operations such as
priming (see, e.g., Brodbeck, 1997), elicitation (Locurto,
Terrace, & Gibbon, 1981), "putting-through [the paces],"
and shaping get responses-or their approximations
into memory. Their traces will decay with time or as new
items (stimuli or responses) are added to memory. To de
termine the decay function, Killeen (l994a) reinforced
pigeons' interresponse times (IRT's) according to rules
that stipulated memory windows (or, equivalently, mem
ory discount rates) ofvarious sizes. The top panel ofFig
ure 2 shows a sequence ofIRTs, represented as columns,
and a weighting function with a decay rate of0.25 per item,
representing the animal's window on the past. By this ac
count, the animal's memory for its recent temporal pat
tern of responding is

with the weights W n decaying exponentially into the past.
It is clear that, ifthe experimenter discounts the past more
heavily (e.g., by a reinforcement criterion that attends to
only the most recent IRT), data that are salient to the or
ganism will be left out. Conversely, if the experimenter
includes too much in the window (e.g., by weighting the
most recent 20 IRTs equally), insufficient weight will be
given to the most recent responses. As one might expect,

~

IRT = LWn IRTn ,

n=l

(2)b=A(l-b).
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If response competition is not taken into account,
Equation 1 will overestimate the rate of responding: Re
sponses, including responses of the same type, impede
the emission ofanother response. Ifdelta (8) seconds are
required to make a response, the rate ofthat response can
obviously be no greater than II8. It is less obvious how
rates change as they approach that maximum. The model
outlined here arrives at the same solution as the one pre
sented by Killeen (1994a, 1994b) and by Staddon (1977).
Let b equal the proportion of time occupied by respond
ing; the proportion oftime left available for additional re
sponding is 1 - b. The reduced opportunity to emit an
additional response at higher rates of responding attenu
ates the force of motivation (A) by this factor:

Equation 2 states that the ability of response rates to
change decreases proportionately as rates approach their
ceiling (here, that is b = 1.0). It is as though we were try
ing to compress a gas; the closer b gets to its ceiling, the
more force is necessary to hold it at the level b. Equa
tion 2 thus corrects the time base for the time occupied
by responding; it may be written as

b= _A_ (3)
I+A'

which shows that response strength is a hyperbolic func
tion ofarousal level. Whereas Equation 1 gives the amount
of behavior that is evoked by an incentive, Equation 3
gives the amount of behavior that is able to be emitted.
In Appendix C, this equation is derived as the equilib
rium solution to the equation of motion for behavior.

Coupling. The third principle is coupling, our principle
of selection. Coupling occurs when an incentive occupies
the same memory window as a response and is roughly
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descending (driving response rates slower). These aver
aged slopes are displayed in the bottom panel ofFigure 2
as a function of the experimenter's discount rate (a).

The correlation between these two memory windows
the experimenter's, characterized by a, and the subject's,
characterized by A-is called the coupling coefficient, ~
(zeta). As the coupling coefficient approaches 1.0, the
learning curves approach their maximum. The coupling
coefficient, and thus the rates oflearning, are lower when
the experimenter either underestimates the animal's dis
count rate (a < A) or overestimates it (a > A). This is
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2, where the curves
give the predicted value of ~when the animal's discount
function is assumed to be exponential with A= 0.275.

The theoretical coupling coefficient ~ tells us the pro
portion of memory that is typically filled by target re
sponses at the moment of reinforcement. Because this
class is strengthened as a function of its representation in
memory, a resulting positive feedback loop drives behav
ior toward equilibrium. Different reinforcement sched
ules are characterized by different values of ~. Knowing
the subject's memory decay rate (A) it is possible to cal
culate ~ for various experimental arrangements and sched
ules of reinforcement. For instance, under variable ratio
schedules (i.e., where each response is reinforced with
probability p),
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Figure 2. Top panel: The columns depict a random sequence of
interresponse times (IRTs), and the curve depicts an exponen
tially decaying discount function with a rate constant of 1/4, the
area under which is 1.0; The animal's characterization of its re
sponse rate is given by the sum of the products of the weighting
function and the value ofthe IRT. Bottom panel: The slopes ofthe
learning curves for 4 pigeons, plotted as a function of the experi
menter's rate of discounting the recent history of responding
(alpha). The tuning curve through the data is given by the theory;
its maximum is at the imputed value ofthe subject's memory dis
count rate (A). Recovered values range from 0.23 to 0.37 for indi
vidual subjects; the curve drawn through the average data has a
peak at a = 0.275. The data are from Killeen (1994a).

learning is fastest when the experimenter's criterion dis
counts the animal's past behavior at the same rate as does
the animal. The experimental discount rates are represented
by the values of the abcissae in the bottom panel of Fig
ure 2. In some conditions, Killeen probabilistically pre
sented reinforcement when the above weighted sum was
in the top 20% ofthe animal's repertoire. In other cases,
he presented reinforcement when the weighted sum was
in the bottom 20% ofthe animal's repertoire. The changes
in learning speed were measured as the slope oflearning
curves, both ascending (driving response rates faster) and

Under interval schedules, memory is less likely to be
filled by target responses at the time of reinforcement,
because pausing before the final response is reinforced to
the same extent as is responding before the final response.
The desultory character of the penultimate responses
under interval schedules drives behavior toward an equi
librium rate ofresponding that is lower than that for ratio
schedules.

Zeta is theoretically derived, and, although its value
can be arbitrarily changed by the experimenter, it takes a
while for behavior to follow suit. A term is needed that will
refer to the proportion of target responses in an animal's
repertoire at any point in time; we represent that with the
letter C. When behavior has come to equilibrium, we pre
dict that C = ~. We call C the empirical coupling coeffi
cient. This distinction is not very important for this paper
but will permit us to develop a dynamic model that pre
dicts just how C will track arbitrary changes in ~.

To predict the strength of a target response, bT , multi
ply Equation 3 by C:

b =~ (5)
T 1 + A

To convert Equation 5 into a response rate, designated
by a capital HT , divide both sides by the time required for
a response (DT ). (If an organism spends half its time re
sponding [bT = 0.5], and ifeach response requires a quar
ter of a second [DT = 0.25 sec], the animal is emitting
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Figure 3. Average response rates of pigeons on a sequence of
variable ratio (VR) schedules. The figure is reprinted from Bizo
and Killeen (1997) with the permission of the American Psycho
logical Association. The curve is drawn by Equation 6, using the
coupling coefficient for VR schedules given by Equation 4 and
the schedule feedback function for ratio schedules. The param
eters are 0.36 sec for 8, 191 sec/reinf for a, and 0.9 for the mem
ory decay rate A.

Changes in Arousal
The principles of reinforcement can be elaborated so

as to account for changes in arousal within and between
sessions. Such changes can be generated by a host offac
tors relating to the incentive, such as its type and size, and
to the organism, such as its satiation and prior experience
in the experimental context.
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Warm-up. Many experiments show an increase in
subjects' response rates through the early part ofa session,
even after many sessions ofconditioning. Killeen (1998)
analyzed this warm-up process and showed that an early
model of it (Killeen et aI., 1978) continues to provide a
reasonable description. The model assumes that some
fraction of the arousal that occurs during the session is
conditioned to the experimental context and that the time
course of this conditioned arousal follows that of initial
acquisition, growing to asymptote during the first few
minutes of the session. The mathematical representation
of that process is a factor of A in the elaborated model.

Satiation. When an organism is deprived of food, the
exigency ofhunger grows slowly at first and more vigor
ously as deprivation continues. Conversely, arousal level
is decreased by the satiation of the organism within exper
imental sessions. The expansion ofa to include satiation
is detailed in Killeen (1995). Changes in arousal as ani
mals satiate can be predicted as a function of time in ses
sion, by including as parameters the effects ofthe amount
or quality of an incentive (see, e.g., Weingarten, Duong,
& Elston, 1996), the hunger drive, the initial deprivation
level, and the threshold level of motivation that is re
quired for responding to be initiated.

Figure 4 illustrates the manner in which the response
rate changes within sessions as a function ofdifferent re
inforcer types and amounts. The fitted functions are given
by the generalization of Equation 6 described by Killeen
(1995) and require a priori specification of the values of
several factors, such as the amount offood consumed per
reinforcer, the crop or stomach size ofthe animals, and sev
eral additional free parameters. Such a requirement for
detail compromises simplicity.

The fresh approach offered in this paper finds a way
around such complexification. Our main purpose is to
show that changes in behavior that result from changes

Figure 4. Within-session changes in responding on a VI 60-sec
schedule for 1 pigeon, given different amounts of food as a rein
forcer. The data are from Bizo, Bogdanov, and Killeen (in press),
and the curves are from an instantiation of the detailed model
(Killeen, 1995).
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BT= bTIDT= 0.5/0.25 = 2 responses per second.) This car
ries us to the fundamental model ofKilleen's (1994a, 1995)
behavioral mechanics:

BT = CA D
T

> 0, (6)
DT (1 + A)'

where BT is the target response rate. At high levels of
arousal, response rates approach their ceiling (CIDT ); as
arousal or coupling falls to zero, response rates follow suit.
Equation 6 incorporates motivation (A = aR), association
(C), and constraints on responding (D) in order to predict
rates in a variety of situations. For example, inserting
Equation 1 yields Herrnstein's (1979) hyperbola, which
has provided a very robust account of behavior under
schedules in which the rate ofreinforcement is controlled.
The parameters are interpreted differently, however, with
a equalling the reciprocal of Herrnstein's Ro-the hy
pothesized reinforcement for other behaviors-and CID
equalling his k-the total amount ofbehavior in the con
text. Under schedules in which the rate of reinforcement
varies with the rate ofresponding, the schedule feedback
function must be inserted in Equation 1. For ratio sched
ules, it is R = BIN, where N is the number of responses
required for reinforcement. Then, Equation 6, along with
Sfor ratio schedules (Equation 4), will draw the curve
shown in Figure 3.
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Rate of Other Responses

Figure S. An illustration ofbehavior represented in state space.
The ordinates are the rates of emission of target responses, such
as keypecks. The abscissae are the rates of emissions of all other
responses. The three position vectors represent three different be
havior states. This proportion of target responses is given by the
coupling coefficient C, and the slope of the vectors by the ratio
Ct(1 - C). The slope of vector 2 is greater than that of vector I,
indicting a larger value for C in that state, whereas the total
amount of behavior (the length of the vector) is approximately
the same. For vector 3, C has remained approximately constant,
whereas the total amount of behavior has decreased, indicating
decreased motivation.

in arousal or coupling can be simply understood in terms
ofmovement in a behavior space. This relation is demon
strated by the data described in Experiments lA and IB,
in which both operant responding and general activity
were measured during acquisition. To motivate those sim
ple experiments, we first describe the framework in which
they will be placed.

Behavioral State Space
Figure 5 shows three locations in a behavior space,

within which data represent states of behavior-rates of
emitting the responses associated with each of the axes.
Equation 5 may be written as a vector: b = CA/(1 + A).
This is a position vector. When we refer to trajectories in
behavior space, we are describing the motion of the tip of
this vector. Manipulations ofarousal expand and contract
the vectors; manipulations ofcoupling rotate the vectors.
In Figure 5, State 2 has rotated counterclockwise from
State 1, indicating that coupling to the target response (C)
has increased, while arousal level has remained constant.
This may be due to learning, to a shift to reinforcement
schedules that have characteristically greater coupling
(e.g., to ratio schedules, as opposed to interval schedules),
or to changes in the probability ofreinforcement with time
or stimulus change. State 3 shows a proportional decrease
in rates, which suggests a decrease in arousal, with little
change in coupling. The next section provides the math
ematical substrate for this representation.
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Other investigators have used the concept state as an
important theoretical variable, but they usually identify
it with a broad class ofresponses. For instance, Anderson
and Shettleworth (1977) noted that that description "is
particularly appropriate in the present case because groups
of activities rather than single activities are involved"
(p. 47). In like manner, Timberlake (1993, 1994) identified
a hierarchy ofstates, from the most general (systems and
subsystems), through more specific (modes and modules),
down to the elemental action patterns. Timberlake's be
havior system theory may provide a general framework for
our more particular analysis-the semantics for our syn
tactics. Properties that are assumed by our principle may
hold only within (or, in other cases, only across) various
levels of his hierarchy.

Equations ofmotion. Equation 6 dealt with nontarget
responses implicitly, assuming that their occurrence nei
ther fostered nor interfered with the target response. In this
section, the nontarget responses are made explicit. They
are called other responses and indicated by the subscript
O. We can generalize Equation 2 by expanding b as the
target (T) plus other responses, (bT + bo):

bT + bo = A(1 - bT - bd· (7)

Solving for target response strength yields

A
bT = -- - bo'

I+A
and it is then a short step to predict response rates:

_ A _AL. ~ ~
BT - ~ Bo ' VT' Vo > O.

bT(1 + A) VT

When everything on the right-hand side is constant
except other behavior (Bo), Equation 8 describes a
straight line with a negative slope. It shows that, with C
implicit and thus free to vary, target response rates will
be complementary to other response rates. When such
negative covariation is due to limits on the time available
to emit responses, it is called a restriction effect (Allison,
1981, 1983, 1993; Staddon 1979, 1988).

Equation 8 represents both restriction and motiva
tional effects; when subjects are relatively unmotivated
(when A is small), they will respond well below their
ceiling rates, as the intercepts of this negative diagonal
are hyperbolic functions of arousal level. Rearranging
Equation 8 shows that, when response rates are scaled by
their durations (bi ), the magnitude of the vector is a hy
perbolic function of arousal level:

A
bTBT + boRo = bT + bo = --. (9)

I+A

Not only do responses compete with one another, they
may give rise to false alarms. For instance, the rat may
stand on the lever in order to sniffthe houselight, in which
case the exploratory behavior is also recorded as a target
response; conversely, a target response might, through its
force, activate a stabilimeter, or it might give rise to a
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second target response (because of key-bounce). These
cases are analyzed in Appendix A, where it is shown that
such artifacts will affect the values of the parameters in
these equations but will not change their form.

The parameter C is not present in Equations 8 or 9, be
cause its role is to account for the proportion of behavior
that is focused on the operandum, but now that is ac
counted for explicitly by the introduction ofBo.Note that
setting the rate of other behaviors equal to zero in Equa
tion 8 does not return us to Equation 6. Setting the rate of
other behaviors to zero is a definite assertion about the
lack of competition: The proportion of target behavior
(C) is bT/(bo+ bT) = 1 - [(1 - A)/A]bo'Setting bo= 0,
thus, forces C = I-that is, perfect coupling of the in
centive with the target response-and leaves us with a
higher predicted target rate than does Equation 6 (which
assumes that the fraction (1 - C) of the force ofrein
forcement is spent on other behavior). Ifbo = 0, the cou
pling coefficient C must be 1, and the two equations are
consistent. Behaviorally, this corresponds to restricting
the alternative behaviors, in which case there would be an
increase in target responses. Equation 6 is a general state
ment, whereas Equation 8 adds the particulars of our
knowledge ofBo.

Just as target and other responses are complementary
and exhaustive, coupling of incentives to them is also
complementary. Equation 6 can be written for Bo by sub
stituting 1 - C for C. Then, divide one by the other to
eliminate A and to obtain

BT = [DO )(~)Bo; °< C <1,DT ,Do>0. (10)
DT l-C

Equation 10 shows that, with A implicit and thus free
to vary, response rates should fall on a straight line, with
a slope proportional to C/(1 - C). This is the ratio of tar
get to nontarget responses typically in the memory win
dow at the moment ofreinforcement. Equation 10 is use
ful for the analysis of motivational effects, such as
satiation, in which arousal is varying continuously through
the session. When only coupling is varied, as in initial
conditioning, or when there are systematic changes in
the location of reinforcement over time, the slope of the
vector should vary with it, and the resulting locus of tar
get rates should fall along the line given by Equation 8
(see, e.g., Figure 5, States 1 and 2). When both vary, the
behavior follows more complex trajectories.

In a study of the interaction of adjunctive behaviors,
Reid and Dale (1985) found an increase in schedule
induced drinking by rats when the amount of food was
increased between sessions, but within sessions they
found the linear relation between drinking time and head
infeeder time that is predicted by Equation 8. They con
cluded that "(1) Food presentation facilitates food-related
behavior through elicitation and anticipation; and (2) food
related behaviors are reciprocally, linearly related" (p. 147).

These are what we have called activation and constraint
effects, respectively.

The coupling coefficient plays a dual role. When de
rived from the properties of reinforcement schedules, S
(zeta) may be used to predict response rates at equilibrium
(i.e., when the proportion of target behavior in the reper
toire has stabilized). A ray with the slope S/( 1 - s) is the
attractor of the behavioral trajectories-the ray along
which behavior will settle asymptotically (Killeen, 1994a,
Appendix D). But, in transition, that proportion will be
changing, and C must be inferred from the actual locus
of the trajectories in their state space. For ratio schedules,
Scan be specified a priori, but for interval schedules its
exact value depends on the probability that the response
occurring just before the reinforced response is also a tar
get response, and that will evolve as learning progresses.
This positive feedback loop is what causes learning curves
to accelerate, but it is also responsible for amplifying
small instabilities into unstable asymptotic performances.

If coupling is perfect (but see, e.g., Davison & Jenk
ins, 1985, and Appendix A), doubling the rate of reinforce
ment for a response, R j , will approximately double the
coupling that that response receives, relative to other re
sponses. If C is written as RT and 1 - C as Ro' Equa
tion lOis consistent with the matching relation. If cou
pling is less than perfect, some of those reinforcers will
be misattributed, and subjects will undermatch.

Equation 9 presumes that all relevant behaviors are
measured and that A captures the salient motivations. If
there are systematic changes in the coupling ofresponses
to other reinforcers throughout the session, either the
data must be analyzed in a three-dimensional chart (where
this theory, like Staddon's (1979), predicts that the locus
ofpoints will lie on a plane) or the trajectory will rotate (as
happens in Figure 8). Behavior spaces will be used to
represent the results of the following experiments, which
are designed to test these models. It is predicted that
arousal manipulations will primarily affect the magni
tude of the vectors, whereas contingency manipulations
will primarily affect their angle. The metric ofthese spaces
is discussed in greater detail in Appendix B.

Motion Through Behavior Space
In Experiment lA (for rats) and Experiment IB (for pi

geons), acquisition ofa target response (leverpressing or
keypecking) was recorded during the early stages ofcon
ditioning, under conditions in which habituation, satia
tion, and changes in conditioned arousal and coupling were
expected to influence performance during the course ofthe
experimental sessions. General activity was also recorded
with a stabilimeter throughout the session. By plotting
the rate of target behavior against the rate of activity, it
was possible to derive a behavior space in which differ
ent behavior states reflect changes in arousal and cou
pling (as is shown in Figure 5).
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Figure 6. Leverpresses and general activity as a function of trials. Response totals for
each trial were averaged across rats; across blocks of 5 trials for the conditions habitua
tion (diamonds, bottom panel), fixed time 30 sec (circles), and continuous reinforcement
(triangles); and across blocks of 10 trials for the fixed interval30-sec condition (squares).
The top panel shows the data for the rats that initially experienced the delivery of a pel
let every 30 sec, and the bottom panel shows the data for the rats that received 20 min pre
exposure to the experimental chamber prior to the first pellet delivery.

EXPERIMENT lA
Acquisition in Rats

In Experiment IA, one group of rats was given free
food in one long experimental session, followed by periods
ofcontinuous reinforcement and periodic reinforcement of
leverpresses. A second group of rats experienced the
same procedure, but after 20 min ofprior exposure to the
experimental chamber.

Method
Subjects. Eight experimentally naive female hooded rats (Rattus

norvegicus, Long-Evans strain) were housed in groups of 4 with a
reversed 12: 12-h lightdark cycle, with dark beginning at 6 a.m. The
rats were deprived to approximately 80% of their ad-lib weight by
providing 6-12 g of Teklad rodent diet after all rats had completed
the day's experimental session. The rats had free access to water.

Group NH comprised Rats 13, 14, 15, and 16, and Group NH com
prised Rats 17, 18, 19, and 20.

Apparatus. The experimental chamber, measuring 27 cm high
X 30 cm wide x 25 cm front, was lodged inside a Lehigh Valley
sound-attenuating box. The chamber contained a 5-cm wide response
lever, centered 4 cm from the side wall of the chamber and 5 cm
from the chamber floor, which required 0.4 N force to activate a micro
switch. A centrally located pellet dispenser delivered 45 mg Noyes rat
pellets. A house light was illuminated throughout the experimental
session. The floor of the experimental chamber was connected to a
Lafayette stabilimeter pickup (Model 86010, Lafayette Instru
ments; gain set to 6, activity set to rapid). Activity events recorded
by the stabilimeter are called movements, although it is not assumed
that they represent a modal action pattern (see Appendix A). A ven
tilation fan mounted in the side wall of the experimental chamber
provided air and masking noise.

Procedure. Rats from Group NH were placed in the experimental
chamber for one long session. On being placed in the chamber, they
were given 25 pellets every 30 sec, independently of their behavior.
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The data in the bottom panel of Figure 6 are the num
ber of leverpresses (filled symbols) and movements on
each trial for Group H, averaged across subjects and
blocks of trials. Notice that the initial decrease in move
ments is the same in this group, despite absence offood,
and in Group NH. For both groups, leverpressing in
creased across the first 120 trials and decreased there
after. General activity started high, decreased through the
period of habituation, and stabilized at an asymptote of
about 15 responses per trial.

Group 2: Habituation

Figure 7. Leverpresses as a function ofactivity. The data, from
Experiment 1 (see Figure 6), are plotted as an implicit function
of time. The top panel shows the responses per trial for the rats
that initially experienced the delivery ofa pellet every 30 sec and
the bottom panel shows the data from the rats that received 20 min
preexposure to the experimental chamber prior to the first pellet
delivery. The filled symbols indicate the origin ofthe trajectories.

Results
The data in the top panel of Figure 6 are the number of

leverpresses and movements during each trial for Group
NH, averaged across subjects and blocks of intervals.
The rats' leverpressing (filled symbols) increased with
CRF and increased further under FI 30 until the rats had
received about 120 pellets, whereafter it began to decrease.
General activity (open symbols) started at a high level
and fell quickly during the first 25 trials and more slowly
thereafter.

Discussion
Initial exposure to the experimental chamber evokes a

substantial amount ofactivity that decreases over the first
15 min in the chamber. The rats were observed to circle
the chamber, sniff at the bottom ofthe walls, and rear in
the corners during this time. We believe that the decrease
in this activity is habituation ofexploration (Forster, 1995).
The decrease in this initial activity followed the same time
course for both groups, although it occurred at a higher
level for rats that were being reinforced at that time.

A new perspective is provided by the state space
analysis. Figure 7 shows the leverpress rates from Figure 6,
plotted as a function of the activity rates on the Ist day.
Under FT 30-noncontingent delivery of reinforcement
every 30 sec-the coupling coefficient is near zero, and
the data lie along a ray from the origin that falls very close
to the x-axis. This is consistent with Equation 10. Imme
diately on initiation of the FI contingency, the data rotate
up to an intermediate position in the state space (from
the last open circle to the filled square), as expected. The
slope ofthe average vector through the F! 30 data is steeper
for the animals that had been first habituated to the cham
ber (Group H, bottom panel) than for those who had not
(Group NH, top panel): Group H's rates ofleverpressing
were slightly higher, and their rate of general activity
significantly lower, than those for Group NH. The early
habituation thus focused more of the rats' behavior on
the lever. This may have happened because there was less
general activity in the habituation group that was avail
able to be adventitiously captured by reinforcement at
the beginning of the conditioning phase, as is shown by
the locus of the circles in the top and bottom panels.

Figure 8 presents the data from the 2nd and 4th days
ofconditioning, along with an ellipse representing the FI
data from the first session (from Figure 7). Individual
variability is portrayed by the axes of the ellipse, which
equal the standard deviations of the rates. The data in
Figure 8 are averaged over both groups. Notice how the
trajectory of the data from the 4th day ofF! 30 falls above
and runs parallel to that from the 2nd. Those from the 3rd
day (not shown) fall between these two data sets. This
movement away from the origin indicates that the total
amount ofbehavior is increasing, whereas the movement
from right to left within sessions indicates an increase in
the proportion ofbehavior that is dedicated to leverpress
ing. The increase in total behavior is interpreted as the

60
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FT30 0

FI30 c

20 40

Activity

o

This is called a fixed time 30-sec (FT 30) schedule. Next, a single
leverpress was required for each pellet (continuous reinforcement,
CRF). After 10 pellets, a period of 30 sec had to elapse since the
previous reinforcer before a leverpress would be reinforced (a fixed
interval 30-sec schedule, FI 30). This lasted until 205 pellets had
been delivered. Rats from Group H were run on the same schedule,
except that they were given 20 min preexposure to the experimen
tal chamber before initiating the FT 30 schedule. Both groups were
then given three additional sessions ofFI 30. Each interval is called
a trial; there were 100 trials per session in these last three sessions,
each trial separated by a I-sec intertrial interval (ITI), signaled by
a darkening of the house light.
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EXPERIMENT IB
Acquisition in Pigeons

15012510075

Rat FT

Other Responses

50

Method
Subjects. Eight experimentally naive common pigeons, Columba

livia, were food deprived to 80% ::!: 10 g oftheir ad-lib weights. The
birds were housed in a room with a l2:l2-h light:dark cycle of
illumination, with dawn at 7 a.m. Supplementary mixed grain was
provided at the end of each day, in order to maintain the bird's
weights.

Apparatus. The Lehigh Valley experimental chamber was 29 cm
high, 31 cm wide, and 35 cm front. The floor rested on springs and
was connected to a Lafayette stabilimeter pickup (Model 86010,
gain set to 4.5, activity set to slow). A response key requiring 0.22 N
force for activation was centrally mounted on the interface panel. A
central house light could illuminate the chamber. A magazine aper
ture provided a 3-sec access to milo grain, the reinforcer. A photo
cell mounted in the bottom of the magazine aperture could record
when the pigeon placed its head into the magazine opening. White
noise was provided by a speaker located behind the interface.

Procedure. The pigeons were hopper trained and then autoshaped
to respond to a white key. Autoshaping consisted of response
independent presentation of a 15-sec white key light, followed by
4-sec oftimed access to food. These trials were separated by 90-sec
ITIs. Training was terminated after six keypecks, which always oc
curred within two 60-min sessions. The pigeons were then given a
three-session exposure to an FI 30 schedule. Trials were separated

In Experiment lA, arousal level and coupling were not
systematically manipulated, in order to monitor the changes
in the factors that naturally accompany the early stages
of acquisition. Coupling is varied more substantially in
Experiment 2 and motivational level in Experiment 3.
But first, the initial conditioning ofpigeons' keypecking
is analyzed for similar patterns.

Figure 9. Behavior space for the data from Experiments 1A
and 1B, averaged over sessions and subjects. The pigeon data are
shown by the disks, with pecking rates increasing linearly from
the first to the third session, and other activity showing a com
plementary decrease. The vectors for the rats rates rotate with
the increase in coupling caused by the schedule change from fixed
time to fixed interval (FI) and then expand with additional train
ing on the FI schedule.
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Figure 8. The top panel shows rats' leverpresses expressed as a
function of activity on subsequent days. Response totals across a
trial were averaged across all 8 rats and across blocks of 10 trials
for the 2nd and 4th days' exposure to fixed interval (FI) 30. The
filled symbols signify the start of the trajectory. The ellipse shows
the locus of the states on the 1st day's exposure to FI 30, with the
minor and major axes representing the standard deviations of
rates on that day. The bottom panel shows a more traditional plot
of leverpress and general activity totals as a function of trials.

conditioning of arousal to the context (Killeen, 1998), a
process that requires multiple sessions-just as the ex
tinction of that conditioned arousal requires multiple
sessions, as is shown by the persistence of spontaneous
recovery (Bouton, 1994; Mazur, 1996).

At the start of a session, rats vigorously explore the
chamber, and this is reflected by the start-up transient
(the leader entering from the right) in both Figures 7 and 8.
Observations of the rats indicate that the initial transient
was due to exploration and its habituation. A similar
warm-up that detracted from avoidance responding dur
ing the first 15 min of a session was noted by Hineline
(1978) and by others.

The time course of the effects of conditioning are
clearer in the traditional graph and must be inferred from
the distance between data points in the state space. Con
versely, the covariation of leverpressing and other re
sponses are manifest in the state space and must be inferred
from the traditional graph.
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by a 20-sec IT! in blackout, with 60 trials to a session. The number
of keypecks and stabilimeter activations were averaged across sub
jects and blocks of 6 trials.

Results and Discussion
There was a slight counterclockwise rotation of re

sponse rates within each ofthe three sessions and a more
evident rotation from one session to the next: As the target
response rate increased, the rate of other responses de
creased proportionately (disks, Figure 9). These results
are contrasted with those from Experiment IA in Figure 9,
which gives the session averages over subjects from all
conditions, excluding the first 10 trials ofeach session for
rats (squares).

The pigeon data are consistent with our expectation that
conditioning will increase the value of the coupling co
efficient, as they travel up the negative constraint line from
the first through the third sessions. There is no expansion
away from the origin during these conditions. The pi
geons had all experienced hopper training and several
sessions ofautoshaping before these data were collected,
which probably brought the excitatory conditioning ofthe
experimental context to asymptote.

These data may be contrasted with those provided by
the rats, which show a clear rotation ofthe vectors between
FT and FI conditions but no change in coupling after the
Ist day ofconditioning. The 2nd and 3rd days' data show
an expansion ofthe vector, with no further rotation, which
we interpret as reflecting the cumulative conditioning of
arousal to the experimental context.

EXPERIMENT 2
Testing Equation 8 by Varying Coupling

The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate that
changing the contingencies that define the target response
will affect the coupling coefficient and, thereby, rotate
the locus ofthe states, in accordance with Equation 8. The
previous experiment studied concurrent target responses
and other responses. It is more typical in the literature for
concurrent responses to be two target responses ofsimilar
topography occurring on separate operanda, for which
there is no crosstalk (Appendix A}-unless the animal can
manage to reach both at the same time. Equation 8 pre
dicts a simple linear relationship between responses, and
this should hold, independent of their homogeneity over
time. This section analyzes the adequacy ofthat linear re
lation in a context in which the coupling varies as a reg
ular function of time throughout the session.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 5 experimentally naive common pi

geons, Columba livia, food deprived to 80% c': 10 g of their ad-lib
weights.

Apparatus. The experimental chamber was a 31 cm high, 30 cm
wide, and 35 cm front compartment made by Lehigh Valley. Four
response keys 2.5 cm in diameter were mounted on the interface
panel in the shape of a diamond: the left (red) key was 18 cm above
the floor and 10 cm from the left wall; the right (green) key was

18 cm above the floor and 26 cm from the left wall; the top (red) key
was 22 cm from the left wall and 22 cm above the floor; and the bot
tom (green) key was 22 cm from the left wall and 14 cm above the
floor. A force of0.27 N was required to activate the keys. A maga
zine aperture provided 2.2-sec access to milo grain. An infrared ac
tivity monitor (Coulbourn, Model E24-61) was mounted on the
ceiling ofthe experimental chamber with its sensor 16 cm from the
interface panel. White noise was provided by a speaker located be
hind the interface.

Procedure. The pigeons had experienced approximately 25 ses
sions of training on a procedure that began with the illumination of
the left and right keys (Condition LR). During the first 25 sec of a
50-sec trial, responding to the left key was reinforced according to
a variable interval (VI) 45-sec schedule and responding to the right
key was in extinction; during the second half of the trial, respond
ing to the right key was reinforced according to a VI 45-sec schedule
and responding to the left key was in extinction. The Catania and
Reynolds (1968) VI schedules in the two halves of the trial were in
dependent. Each peck caused a 50-msec blink of the key that was
pecked. Reinforcers scheduled for delivery in a component but not
delivered were held over until the next trial. Each pigeon experi
enced 75 trials per session, each separated by a IO-sec IT! in black
out. Pigeons were given 60 sessions of this condition, but no data
are reported from it here, as the activity monitor had not yet been
connected.

In the next phase, the top and the bottom keys were used, rather
than the left and right keys (Condition TB), with the pigeons given
26 sessions ofretraining, with the final 5 of those sessions provid
ing the data shown in the left column ofFigure 10. Responding was
recorded only during trials in which the subject did not receive a re
inforcer. The pigeons were then returned to condition LR for 15 ses
sions, with the final two of those sessions providing the data shown
in the right column of Figure 10.

Results and Discussion
The top panels of Figure 10 show the probability of

responding on the late key as a function of time through
the trial, with probability calculated as the relative num
ber of responses on one key divided by the total number
of responses. The middle panels show the probability of
responding on the early key, plotted as a function of the
probability ofresponding on the late key. For the left col
umn, the early key was the top-center one and the late
key was the bottom-center one, whereas, for the right panel,
the early key was on the left and the late key on the right.
The top panels show that the motivational force is cou
pled exclusively to the early key responses at the begin
ning of the trial and predominantly to the late key re
sponses by the end of the trial. Operationally the coupling
varies as a step-function of time halfway between those
endpoints (25 sec); however, the temporal location of
this point is uncertain for the animals, and its variability
from one trial to the next gives rise to ogival psychometric
functions, seen in the top panel (see, e.g., Bizo & White,
1994; Killeen, Fetterman, & Bizo, 1997).

Equation 8 tells us that the locus of the data in the
middle panels should be a straight line decreasing from
left to right. The regression lines are consistent with this
prediction; in both cases, their slopes are about -?-4, show
ing a longer response time on the top and left keys than
on the bottom and right keys. Under well-controlled con
ditions, the prediction of Equation 8 is sustained. There
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Figure 10. Top panels: Probability of responding on the late key during each second
ofa 50-sec trial, in an experiment in which pecking was reinforced on the early key ac
cording to a variable interval 4S-sec schedule during the first half of the trial and on
the late key according to the same schedule during the second half. Left column of
panels: Early and late keys are mounted vertically. Right column of panels: Early and
late keys are mounted horizontally. Middle panels: Response rate on the early key, as
a function of the response rate on the late key. Bottom panels: Activity as a function
of responding on early and late keys. All ofthe straight lines are regressions consistent
with Equation 8.

is some concavity in the right panel, possibly because of
the prevalence ofswitching back and forth between keys
during the middle ofthe trials; this topography has a longer
response time, and thus, fewer change-over responses
can be made than single-key responses in the same time.

Responding on the top key moved the pigeons forward
out of the most sensitive area of the infrared pick-up, so
that movement, as measured by this device, covaried

with the target responses, with top-key responses inter
fering with movement monitoring and bottom-key re
sponses contributing to them. This is visible in the bottom
left panel, which shows that, as rate on the top key (plot
ted on the x-axis) increased, activity decreased, whereas
the reverse was the case for the right key. The proximity
ofthe data to their regressions validates the extension of
the model for crosstalk in the transducers (Appendix A).
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Figure 11. Satiation trajectory for 6 pigeons. recorded in 10-min

bins, showing the changes in pecking rate as a function ofchanges
in activity rate. The filled triangle denotes the start of the session.

As a check on this analysis, the keys were moved back
to a side-by-side configuration, and, with additional train
ing, we obtained the data displayed in the right column
of Figure 10. The bottom panel shows that this change
reduced the extent to which one response was recorded
as the other and returned the regressions to the horizontal,
as expected in this more symmetric situation.

EXPERIMENT 3
Testing Equation 10 by Varying Motivation

The following experiment examined the trajectories
resulting from a progressive satiation ofpigeons on ape
riodic schedules. As long as coupling is kept constant,
Equation 10 predicts that the data will fall along a ray from
the origin. Tandem ratio schedules were employed in
order to increase the consistency ofthe coupling between
incentive and behavior, and these were suffixed to vari
able interval schedules, which ensured relative constancy
in the delivery of reinforcements over time.

function of general activity follows Equation 10, which
predicts a straight-line decrease to the origin.

These results-a symmetric decrease in the strength
of two operants as motivation is decreased-replicates
the proportional decrease in concurrent time allocation
under extinction conditions, found by Buckner, Green,
and Myerson (1993), and the proportional decrease in
keypecking under extinction from ratio schedules, found
by Myerson and Hale (1988). Proportional declines were
predicted for extinction by the kinetic model (Myerson
& Miezin, 1980), because, in that model, changes in pref
erence were proportional to rates of reinforcement (see
Appendix C); when those go to zero in extinction, there
can be no further change in preference.

These predictions require that the motivation for other
responses is the same as that for the target response-in
this case, arousal because of the delivery offood to a hun
gry organism. To the extent that there are other reasons for
moving around the chamber, satiation and extinction tra
jectories will intercept the x-axis to the right ofthe origin.

EXPERIMENT 4
Testing Equation 10 by

Varying Rate of Reinforcement

The arousal of the organism is a product of the motiva
tionaI level (a) and the rate ofreinforcement (R; cf. Equa
tion 1). In Experiment 4, R was manipulated to assay the
effect on response trajectories. As in Experiment 3, tan
dem VI-FR schedules were employed: After the VI timed
out, an additional four responses were required for rein
forcement. Very long VI values were employed, in order to
cause response rates to vary over a substantial range (see
Catania & Reynolds, 1968).

Method
Subjects and Apparatus. Six pigeons with extensive and var

ied experimental histories were used. The apparatus was the same
as that used in Experiment 2. The stabilimeter gain was set to 1.5.

90
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Figure 12. Transitions to the variable interval (VI) 4-min sched
ules (up-triangles) and the VI 64-min schedules (down-triangles).
The large triangles denote the terminus ofeach trajectory.

Results and Discussion
Figure 11 shows the response rate in 10-min bins

throughout the course ofthe single day ofsatiation. Under
these contingencies the trajectory of keypecking as a

Method
Subjects and Apparatus. Six new pigeons, with experience re

sponding on a VI 60-sec schedule, were maintained at 80% oftheir
ad-lib weight. The same apparatus, with the stabilimeter gain set to
4.0, was employed.

Procedure. The pigeons were trained on a Tandem (VI 4 min,
FR 4) schedule for four sessions, during which reinforcement was
2-sec timed access to milo: In this schedule, after reinforcement
was set up by the VI component, the fourth response would collect
it. On the 5th day, the hopper duration was increased to lOsee, the
VI was reduced to 90 sec, and the session was extended to 220 min.
The VI schedules were 20 interval Catania and Reynolds (1968)
distributions.



Procedure. The pigeons were trained on a 15 interval constant
probability VI I-min schedule for 20 sessions. They were then ex
posed to a Tandem (VI 4 min, FR 4) schedule for 6 sessions, dur
ing which reinforcement was a 2-sec timed access to milo. After
reinforcement was set up by the VI scheduler, the fourth response
would collect it. The VI was then decreased to a VI 64 min (3 ses
sions) and then set back to a VI 4 min (3 sessions).

Results
Figure 12 shows the rates ofkeypecking and movement,

averaged over subjects. The data for the first (transitional)
session in a new condition are reported in 10-min bins
(small triangles), whereas the rates for the last session at
each condition are averaged over the session (large tri
angles). The down-triangles show the slowing of rate on
first exposure to the lean VI schedule, ending at the large
triangle at coordinates (13,36), which gives the last day's
performance on the VI 64 min. The up-triangles show the
speeding of rate upon return to the rich VI 4 min sched
ule, ending with the large triangle at (49,76), the last day
at the VI 4 min.

Discussion
The trajectories of responding as the rate of reinforce

ment is varied over a l6-fold range are generally consis
tent with our prediction ofa proportional relationship. This
indicates that, as expected, changes in rates of rein
forcement primarily affect motivation. There is a slight
concavity-a hysteresis effect-visible in the trajecto
ries, however. This could be due to a differential suscep
tibility to conditioning and to extinction of different re
sponses. Seligman (1970) called such a difference one of
preparedness. Figure 12 shows that keypecking extin
guished more slowly and recovered more quickly than
other behaviors-it was a more prepared response. This
hysteresis, although subtle, provides the text for a more
complete dynamiCs of action, described in Appendix C.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments reported here demonstrate a new
method ofanalyzing behavior that (1) simplifies a detailed
model ofequilibrium performance and (2) paves the way
for a dynamic analysis. Whether other behaviors are mea
sured with symmetric operanda (two keys) or with asym
metric ones (stabilimeters and levers), the basic predic
tions retain their functional forms: motivational operations
expand or contract the behavioral vectors (Experiments
3 and 4), whereas changes in association (Experiment 2)
rotate them. Redundancy and crosstalk in the measurement
of these responses do not change the predictions. Extra
neous sources ofreinforcement, such as exploration ofthe
chamber, are associated with characteristic trajectories.

Niels Bohr noted the complementary relation between
simplicity and specificity (French & Kennedy, 1985), a
trade-off that confronts any theoretician. The models
that describe changes in behavior as a function ofchanges
in motivation are complicated (Killeen, 1995, 1998). We
sought a simpler representation, both in the service of
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communication and in the interests of establishing a con
text in which a mechanics might be more readily devel
oped. By plotting one behavior against others paramet
rically, it was possible to avoid the specification of
numerous constants and parameters. The realization of
that simplicity was contingent on the demonstration, made
in Appendix A, that redundant and misattributed re
sponses would not change the character of the represen
tation. It is also contingent on the metric ofbehavior space.
Responses generally come in units, called action pat
dix B). If this were not the case, the lumping ofother re
sponses on a single axis would not be possible, because,
as the composition of the other responses changed, their
extension on that axis would not be conserved (they
would have to be combined with the Pythagorean rule).

The behavior space representation provides a conve
nient diagnostic of the nature of changes in behavior:
Figure 9 showed that, for rats, changes in coupling/asso
ciation were complete within one session, whereas arousal
levels continued to increase over several sessions. Con
versely, arousal levels were invariant for pigeons, whereas
the proportion of their behavior that was emitted as the
target response continued to grow over sessions. These dif
ferences were probably due to the training regimens rather
than to species differences, but that remains an empirical
question.

In most experiments, both coupling and arousal will
change simultaneously, causing behavioral trajectories
to describe arbitrary figures through their space. But
where two of the three factors-arousal, constraint, and
coupling---ean be held constant, then Equations 8 and 10
predict orderly changes in behavior, such as those seen in
Figures 9, 10, and 11. Figure 12 revealed small but sys
tematic deviations from the predictions. Although these
could be due to concurrent changes in coupling and
arousal, they may also be due to different momenta for the
target and other responses. These alternate explanations
may be tested, as is shown in Appendix C.

Tracking changes in behavior over minutes rather than
over days limits the data base for each point in those
graphs. Sampling error was decreased by increasing the
number of subjects whose data contributed to each point.
Similar behavior spaces for individual subjects show sig
nificantly greater variability. The complementary relation
between simplicity and specificity holds for data, as well
as for models.

A formal system such as this bears comparison with
Hull's (1943; Wearden, 1994) and, in some perspectives,
shares guilt by association. Hull believed his attempts at
quantification would be the most enduring aspect of his
work (Amsel & Rashotte, 1984), but, alas, interest focused
on qualitative tests, and theory development became broad
rather than deep. Behavioral mechanics has available
three crucial resources that Hull lacked-an extensive
empirical literature that shapes the assumptions, theoret
ical developments that guide the models, and efficient
computers for testing and rejecting alternate models. Our
future endeavor is to replicate the hysteresis suggested
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in Figure 12 (and other data sets) and to describe that
process with models that complement those of Myerson
and Miezen (1980) and of Nevin (1992). This entails a
dynamical representation (outlined in Appendix C), of
which Equation 5 is the equilibrium solution.

Much is left unexamined with this type of approach,
as is noted by Timberlake and Silva (1994) and by Zeiler
(1996), among others. Nonetheless, Hull's hypothetico
deductive approach, developed patiently with renewed
attention to quantification, has much yet to tell us about
behavior and its modification.
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with

and where

Table At
The Types and Probabilities of Reports

Conditioned on Their Origin

k = [OTY"o"lo-OoY"T''IOt,

k' = Y"T"ITY"o"lo - Y"O"ITY"T"I0'

k" = 00Y"T'n- 0TY"o"IT'

Other Response

False Positive: F( rTI 0)
True Negative: F(y"o"o)

Origin

Target Response

True Positive: F(Y"T"IT)
False Negative: F( Y"O''!T)

Report

Target
Other

O::s y"i"lj, 0 < y"i"li.

The important point about Equation A5 is that it is essen
tially the same as Equation 5: the only difference is the presence
ofcombinations ofconstants multiplying the terms. All ofthe im
plications drawn from Equation 5 hold when there is noise and
redundancy in our measurement of behavior.

Most experimenters will not have independent measures of
the gain parameters. In this case, the recovered parameters (C,
A, and 0i) will not precisely reflect their actual values. As long
as those parameters are constant, however, the rate of target re
sponding will be proportional to the rate ofother responses, and
the plot of one against the other will describe a ray emanating
from the origin. If sources of reinforcement for target or other
responses change during the course of a session, the ray should
rotate as the effective value of C changes. If alternate sources of
reinforcement exist, such as general exploration, the x-intercept
of the trajectory will be to the right of the origin.

This development assumes that the measurement of behav
ioral allocation C is debased by the instrumentation error repre
sented by the gain parameters. But there is also slippage between
the experimenter's allocation of reinforcers and the animal's
perception of them. For instance, the multiple pecks at 3~4 Hz
that characterize pigeon's keypecking may indicate that some of
the recorded responses are a part ofa reflexive tattoo, rather than

For brief epochs r in which only one response is likely, this
treatment relates to the classic matrix of SOT, as shown in Table
A I, where it is assumed that the number of counts is a random
variable G"i" Ii' with mean given by the gain parameters r'i"l i'
and F( y) is a distribution, such as the Poisson.

Equations Al and A2 may be solved for the true response
rate, given the reported rates and the gain parameters:

(
- Y"O"IT - )( Y"O"ITY"T''IO)-lBT = BT---Bo Y"T''!T- ,

Y"O"IO Y"o''IO

0:0; Y"i"Ii'O< Y"i"li' (A3)

A symmetric equation, A4, !llay be written for Bo. Note that,
when the crosstalk is zero, Bi = B/Y"i"l i: the true rate oftarget (and
other) responses is the reported rate divided by the average
number of reports that each response occasions.

Substitute the Equations A3 and A4 into Equation 8 in the
main text and, after some algebra, find that:

B =k[ k'A -k"B J (A5)
T I+A 0'
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APPENDIX A
Detecting Behavior

Response transducers act as filters, differentially emphasizing
actions that are components of different responses. The settings
on stabilimeters are arbitrary: Each report from them does not
indicate that a single behaviorally meaningful act-an action
pattern-has occurred. The same is true for leverpressing (Gallo,
Ouchatelle, Elkhessaimi, Lepape, & Oesportes, 1995). At high
sensitivity settings ofthe transducers, each action pattern will give
rise to multiple (redundant) signals, whereas, at low settings,
some responses will be missed. In addition, the stabilimeter may
be activated by the target response, and the operandum may
pick up other responses (crosstalk). What do these problems of
sensitivity and selectivity in our transducers do to the simple re
lationships predicted by Equations 8 and 10? To answer this
question, a continuous version of signal detection theory (SOT)
may be used to analyze their performance. The rate at which
our instruments report target behavior is

ET = Y"T"ITBT + Y"T"IOBO' (AI)

where ET is the measured rate, Y'T" IT is the average number of
target responses reported for each that occurred (the gain for
target responses), and Y"T" 10 is the average number of target re
sponses reported for each other response that occurred (the gain
for crosstalk to the target channel). Similarly,

Eo = Y"O"IOBO + Y"O"ITBT' (A2)

It is obvious that, in an ideal transducer system, the gain for
veridical reporting will be 1.0-Y"T"IT = Y"O"IO = I-whereas
the gain for crosstalk will be O-Y"T"IO = Y"O"IT = O. In thIS
ideal case, the measured responses ar~ in perfect correspon
dence with the emitted responses, and B i = B i•
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The dynamic models in this paper start with models of be
havior after it has come to equilibrium (statics) and attempt to
preserve them as equilibrium solutions ofdynamic models that
are developed for behavior in transition. The models in the body
ofthis paper are a special, simple case ofdynamical systems in
which changes in responses during transitions are perfectly cor
related. But, if some responses are more sensitive to variations
in motivation or contingency, a more general treatment is re
quired. That is outlined here. In the process, parameters are in
troduced (e.g., mass and friction), whose psychological corre
lates will be discussed later. Despite the seeming complexity of
the development, it eventuates that the trajectories in state space
are governed by a single (composite) parameter-the relative
masses of the responses-and reduces to the treatment given in
the body of the text when those masses are equal.

Consider first a simple system in which a force A works on
a body of mass m, whose velocity is b. The force A may be op
posed by a frictional force - JLb (JL is the dynamic coefficient
offriction, here denoting the resistance ofa response rate to in
crease). Then, with the net force F = A - ~b and from F =

m(db/dt), it follows that

A - ~b = m ~~ . (A7)

APPENDIXB
The Metric of Behavior-Space

APPENDIXC
The Dynamics of Behavior

Because measurable responses come in minimal quantaI sizes
(see, e.g., Ten Cate & Ballintijn, 1996), the metric of behavioral
state space is city block, not Euclidean: Organisms cannot get
from point 1to point 2 by alternating fractions ofa target response
with fractions of other behaviors. In this kind of metric space,
the hypotenuse is always a staircase, as is shown in Figure A I.
No matter how small the risers and treads, the distance along
this path will always equal the sum ofthe coordinates. Note that
the number of segments (including the first tread) from the ori
gin to BT = 4 is 8. It is this inability to fly as the crow that gives
this "I t" metric the informal name city block.

This quantal nature is not changed if responses are divided
by time to graph a rate, nor if they are multiplied by the duration
of the responses to normalize the graph. The coordinates may
then appear as fractions, but the inevitable discontinuity in the tra
jectories will remain. When data are aggregated over the course
of a session, the wrinkles may be smaller than the resolution of
the printer that draws the trajectories, but macroscopic implica
tions remain: The iso-arousal trajectory followed when coupling
is varied is a straight line (Equation 8 and Figures 5 and 10), not
a segment ofan ellipse (or ofa circle, in normalized coordinates).

Given the importance of metrics other than the Euclidean in
the analysis ofperceptual similarity spaces, Arabie (1991, p. 581)
observed that "it is too late to fault Euclid, but one can question
the sophistication of behavioral scientists who have been too
willing to assume the ubiquity of Euclidean geometry."

At equilibrium, the differential on the right-hand side (rhs) is
zero, because response rates have stopped changing, so that b =

A/~: Response rate is proportional to arousal level (which gives
back Equation 2, with ~ = 1/(1 - b); If the force is changed to
a new value A', integration of A7 shows that response rates will
follow a smooth approach to their new equilibrium:

(A6)
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Figure At. A close look at a behavioral trajectory. Because it

is difficult or impossible for animals to emit fractions of an ac
tion pattern. behavior space is quantal in nature.

being unique action patterns. In that case. Y"T"I T > 1. For an
other instance, an experimenter may schedule 75% ofthe avail
able reinforcers for responses on Key I, but, without a change
over delay, the animals may switch rapidly back and forth, so that
some of the reinforcers scheduled for Key I also strengthen re
sponding on Key 2. A precise model ofcoupling will permit us
to predict this, by assigning appropriate theoretical coupling
coefficients (represented as 0 to the various sources of incen
tives. But a simpler approach notes that the subject's misalloca
tion of behavior is no different in its effects than the instru
ments': the response that is reinforced is recorded by one
operandum but may actually involve behavior on both operanda
(e.g., the contingencies may reinforce switching). In the simple
case in which there is no key bounce (Y"i" Ii = 1) and the response
times for the two keys are equal, Equation 10 may be written as

-_-[s +(I-S)YlIZ]
B,- Bz () ,l-S +SYZ!l

where Sis the proportion of reinforcers scheduled for Key I.
Davison and Jones (1995; Baum, 1974) also assume that some
proportion of the reinforcers delivered for one response can
strengthen other responses and, from that assumption, develop
a model ofconcurrent choice that is superior to the generalized
matching account (cf. Schwendiman, 1997). Their model is
equivalent to Equation A6. If the crosstalk parameters are zero.
it reduces to simple matching.

It is routine to assume that each peck of a key or press of the
lever constitutes a unit ofbehavior, but this may not be the case.
The utility ofthe present analysis is that it permits us to analyze
data in a principled fashion, even when the operant response may
be more or less or other than that which activates the transducer.

Summary
If the crosstalk gains are greater than zero, or the sametalk

gains are other than 1.0, the slopes of Equations 8 and 10 will be
different from the ratio of response durations (Equation 8) or
from that ratio times the ratio ofthe coupling coefficients (Equa
tion 10), but the basic linearity will be retained. Although the
model is developed here for instrument/interface errors, it can
serve as a model for subject/experimenter classification errors,
in which case it reduces to a standard model of choice (Equa
tion A6).
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Figure A2. The data of Figure 12, reanalyzed under the as
sumption that keypecking has halfthe behavioral mass oftypical
other behaviors. This ratio gives the exponent of the curves; for
equal masses, the curves would converge into a straight line.

As response rates approach their ceiling (here, 1.0), the force
necessary to overcome them (A) increases without bound. Now
the force opposing A involves both the frictional resistance pb
and the competition for expression, 1/(1 - b). At low response
rates, the latter is approximately I, returning us to A7. At equi
librium' when rates are no longer changing (db/dt = 0), it is A =
pb/(I - b), whose solution is

b=_A_
p+A'

which returns Equation 3, with p = I. Thus, these expanded
models, which include mass (m), differential resistance to
change (p), and constraints on responding, resolve to the sim
pler treatment, given in the body of the paper, at equilibrium.

If the force is changed to a new value A', response rates will
change as the integral of Equation A9. The dependent variable
cannot be isolated, but numerical simulations show a smooth
approach to the new equilibrium.

Behavioral mass, present in Equations A7-A9, does not ap
pear in the equilibrium solutions; it modulates the speed of ap
proach to those equilibria but not their locations. Slow changes
in the force of arousal should give near-equilibrium changes in
behavior that conform to Equation 10 (see, e.g., Figure II).
Faster changes in arousal level will give concave or convex con
vergence on that line, depending on the relative masses of the
behaviors and the direction ofchange in arousal. There is a hint
of such curvilinearity in Figure 12.

(A8)
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For example, in extinction, A' = 0, and Equation A8 is an expo
nential decay function.
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Eliminate the unknown asymptotic level of arousal A' to obtain

As t~oo, y approaches proportionality [C/(I - C)] with
other behavior, thus satisfying Equation 10. If the behavioral
masses are equal (mT = ma ), that equation is also satisfied at
all time values. But if the masses differ, then Equation AII de
scribes a curvilinear approach from one equilibrium to the next.
Depending on the size of l1/m; and the speed and extent of the
change in motivation, the trajectories may hug the equilibrium
line so closely that deviations are not noticeable or may bulge
out from that line, so that Equation 10 appears violated.

A simple rendition of this approach to equilibrium is ob
tained by rescaling the axes. Note that as t~oo, y~CA'/11 = y~,

Behavioral Allometry
Transition analysis can be simplified by several gambits: col

lecting data where they are not too close to their ceiling, which
permits use ofEquation A8; graphing one behavior in terms of
the other (rather than in terms of time); and rescaling the axes.
First, it is shown that the trajectories converge on the equilib
rium solutions given in the text. Rewrite Equation A8:

y= ~A'(I_e-/ltlmT)+~ Ae-/l11mT.

Note that, when t = 0, Y = CA/p = yo. Then for target re
sponses,

(All)

(A lOa)

(AIOb)

y=(~)( l-e-/ltlmT)(x_xoe-/lllmo)
I-C l_e-/l 11mo

+Yoe-/ltlm\ t > O.

y= ~ A'(I_e-/ltlmT)+Yoe-/ltlmT,

and for other responses,

x = I~C A'(I- e/l tlmo)+ Xoe -/ltlmo.

Relation to Nevin's Theory of Behavioral Momentum
The rhs of A7 is what both Nevin (e.g., 1988, 1992; Nevin,

Tota, Torquato, & Shull, 1990) and we call behavioral momen
tum. The present model of it agrees with Nevin's theory and data
in many ways and diverges in some other ways. Nevin's modus
operandi has been to characterize resistance to change by com
paring the proportional change in two behaviors as A changes
because of satiation, extinction, or other causes; this tactic is
the same as ours. There are two sources of resistance to change
in Equation 7-friction, represented by p, and behavioral iner
tia, represented by m. Nevin has not introduced a frictional term
in his model; he interprets differential resistance as being due
solely to different behavioral masses. But it is important to have
such a term; without it, if A goes to zero, there can be no fur
ther change in behavior. Nonzero values for p permit behavior
to undergo extinction: when A goes to zero in Equation A7, the
rate of responding must decrease (the only force on the left
hand side (lhs) is negative). Finally, the frictional force always
drives rates slower, whereas the behavioral mass opposes any
change in rate, increasing or decreasing. A more detailed com
parison ofthese models is beyond this paper; it is hoped that the
introduction ofthe frictional term will generalize Nevin's model
sufficiently to account for a few anomalous findings (see, e.g.,
Harper & McLean, 1992), as Nevin's approach constitutes the
most important dynamic theory in the field, in terms ofcontinued
empirical tests and development and in terms of applications.
(See Journal ofApplied Behavior Analysis, 29 [1996].)

Ceilings on Responding
Equation A7 ignores the ceiling on responding. This con

straint becomes insuperable as response rates approach their
ceiling (here, 1.0), so that Equation A7 becomes

A-~= mdb
1 - b dt
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and x~(l - C)A'IJ1 = x~. Substitute into Equation AID and
solve to eliminate J1 t:

y_y~ [x-x~ ]mOlmT

Yo-y~ = xo-x~· (AI2)

This shows that the proportional distance of target responses
from their asymptote is a power function of the proportional
distance ofother behaviors from their asymptote. The power is
ma mT' the ratio of the masses of the responses. If both re
sponses are equally labile under reinforcement, the masses are
equal, and Al2 describes one straight line.

The mass of a response is not necessarily associated with its
physical ponderousness but with insensitivity to changes in the

force of reinforcement. Prepared responses will have relatively
little mass, whereas contraprepared ones will have much greater
mass. We should expect species-specific defense reactions, such
as flight, to be easily conditioned to aversive stimulation and to
have correspondingly small values ofm in those contexts. In like
manner, we should expect pigeon's keypecking to be associated
with small values of m in contexts in which food is available.
The data of Figure 12 are reproduced in Figure A2, along with
the trajectories given by Equation A12, with malmT = 1.9.
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